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AVIDYA : NESCIENCE.	[chap. X.
This is Empiric knowledge, which has, no doubt, its value for its
limited aims and ends. For, generally speaking, it is by means of
what is called; Matter, that the mind becomes revealed ; it is by means
of Nature that Spirit is apprehended; it is by means of Andtman
that the A tman is self-realised.
And the moment such revelation, apprehension or Self-realisation
becomes an accomplished fact in its fulness, the true nature of what
was hitherto called Matter, Nature or Andtman becomes revealed as
being identical with. its opposite. At this stage, the unreality of
Matter as Matter, of Nature as Nature, of Anatman as Andtman, be-
comes self-evident, for the man who has reached this stage has, ex
hypothesi, already transcended the sphere of empiricism and entered
into the Spiritual region, where all differentiations, due to the cate-
gories of the human understanding, have lost their significance.
All empiric knowledge is thus amdyd and that alone which, concerns
BraJima is vidyd—para mdyd\
Originally, amdyd simply denoted a subjective incapacity to obtain
a knowledge of Brafima; in course of time, it came to be looked, upon
as an objective power; and while the Nydya system defined it as a
ft privation (aihdva) of knowledge/3 th-e Veddnta excluded, the idea
of privation by the use of the expression. {bhdvarupa)—an existent Not-
Being in the Being itself and associated with. it, andl furnishing, from
our limited point of view, an explanation of the phenomenal "world.
As an objective power, Avidyd is supposed to have two properties
of dwrana and rnkshepa, that is, of gimng rise to the conceit of egoity
or conscious individuality, and of projecting the phantasmagoria of
a world, which, the individual regards as external to himself.
It is the Absolute Naught or Not-Being of the Hegelian system
or the asat (unreal) aspect of Brahma, to which the Becoming of the
Hegeliana or the Samsdra of the Veddnta is due, and by reason of which,
the Eternal Absolute is, or, according to the Admitin, appears to
be beoofning.
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